THE SPIDER WEB FORM

GENERATIVE COMPONENT

The spider web, a dynamic net-like structure ranging from funnel-like to sheet-like spun by spiders of all species. The
most commonly known (or seen) webs are the ones with the form of radiating concentric circular strands. It is my fascination with the endless possibilities of this form which has lead me to base my experimental modelling project around
this theme.

Starting off this project with Bentley’s Generative Component program I experimented with many different techniques
and features in my goal to create a web-like structure. During the modelling process I had encountered many difficulties
i.e. errors – including ones that kept informing me that the feature I have chosen cannot be used with the particular
form I have applied it upon. But in the end I managed to create the planned form.
Based around 5 variable points that can be moved vertically (and horizontally) each accompanied by a circle that can be
adjusted in size by its radius, I generated a polygon to this basic geometry creating the general web-like structure. Then
I further applied a generative component of a coned rectangle (to which the cone can also be adjusted by a variable) to
add to the final touches of solidifying the whole web-like structure.
Initially I found GC very confusing and hard to adapt to, but upon figuring out the logic behind the program, experimenting with different features became fairly enjoyable. The hard part about using GC
in this project, I found, was creating the initial geometry. However, once the basic
model was created everything else, such as altering variables to create different
iterations, followed quite easily.
The images to the left are the 6 iterations of the basic model I created in GC. Each of
the 6 iteration is created by individually changing the position of the 5 points vertically; changing the point’s individual circle’s radius and finally the thickness of the
rectangular-cone component (plus additionally adding crossbars to the rectangular-cone component with one of the iteration).
Moving on from GC to Rhino (Rhinoceros 4.0) and its plug-in Grasshopper, I found
myself dealing with a totally different program in terms of layout, feature and workflow. The transition was made harder for me as I had been getting used to GC. The
biggest obstacle for me was the interface and the logic of the new program. But
once I started to familiarise myself with the program modelling became easier and
smoother.
Starting off, I explored a few (amongst many) features offered by Grasshopper. I
then decided to apply a similar concept I did in GC to Rhino/Grasshopper – by creating 5 points which can be altered vertically by sliders and then applying polygons
(instead of circles) based around these 5 points – which can also be changed in
size by sliders. Then I moved onto splitting up the polygon and joining lines between each polygon in order to create
the web-like structure. By this time I realised that because in GC I applied a polygon based around a duplicated series
of points (which instead of giving me the 5 polygons it gave me the 11 polygons), so I decided to change the initial 5
points I created in Rhino to 11 instead to give me the similar structure I created in GC. Finally I applied a pipe surface
to all the lines (and again the pipe thickness can be altered by a slider) to solidify the lines of the structure.
The images to the right are the 6 iterations of the original Rhino model I created. Each of the models are created to resemble the GC models by again, changing the position of each point vertically; altering the radius to control the width
of each polygon and also changing the thickness of the pipe surface.
In summary, the general modelling within Rhino was fairly easy and quicker compared to GC. The part that took me
longest in Rhino is to remodel (altering variables) into iterations I created in GC. On this point, there was also one thing
that I couldnt do with Rhino which I managed to do in GC, and this was to create and apply the crossbar component
to the original structure. I found this was probably the only major draw back I have with Rhino compared to GC. But in
general I found both programs similiar when it comes to the idea and logic behind the modelling.
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